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CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
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Case No. 2:16-cv-06040-CBM (AJWx)

STEVE THOMA,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CBRE GROUP, INC.; CBRE, INC., J.P.
MORGAN CHASE NATIONAL
CORPORATE SERVICES, INC., J.P.
MORGAN CHASE BANK, NA, AND
J.P. MORGAN CHASE & CO., and
DOES 1 THROUGH 50,

21

MICHAEL CURTIS’S
DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF
JOINT STIPULATION FOR
APPROVAL OF PAGA
SETTLEMENT BETWEEN
PLAINTIFF AND DEFENDANTS
CBRE GROUP, INC. AND CBRE,
INC.

Defendants.

22
23
24

I, Michael Curtis, declare:

25

1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts in this declaration.

26

2.

I am Steve Thoma’s counsel of record in this case.

27

3.

The purpose of this declaration is to provide the Court with the PAGA

28

Settlement Agreement of which the parties seek approval and additional evidence
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1

related to the settlement. For the reasons discussed below, I recommend that the

2

Court approve the Settlement.

3
4
5
6
7

4.

Attached to this declaration as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of

the PAGA Settlement Agreement that the parties entered on September 10, 2018.
5.

Attached to this declaration as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of

the proposed letter notifying the aggrieved employees of the PAGA Settlement.
6.

On September 10, 2018, my office provided a copy of the Settlement

8

Agreement to the Labor Workforce and Development Agency (“LWDA”) through

9

its on-line portal. A true and correct document from the LWDA on-line portal

10

memorializing our submission of materials is attached to this declaration as

11

Exhibit C. The LWDA acknowledged receipt of this submission.
Valuation of Claims

12
13

7.

My firm has spent considerable time and resources identifying,

14

investigating, and valuing the claims in this case. Our analysis has included legal

15

research, formal discovery and informal requests for information. We have located,

16

reached out to, and interviewed other CBRE employees, whose contact information

17

we obtained from CBRE following the Honorable Andrew Wistrich’s granting

18

Plaintiff’s motion to compel discovery in its entirety on June 27, 2017. (Dkt. # 90.)

19

In connection with the mediation, the parties further exchanged information and

20

legal theories concerning the strengths and weaknesses of the various claims. We

21

also retained a data consultant to synthesize the data provided by CBRE, and

22

worked with this expert to create damages and recovery models.

23
24

8.

In valuing the claims in this case, and recommending the settlement, I

considered the following factors, among other things:

25

a. The strengths and weaknesses of the asserted claims;

26

b. The law (including the relative certainty and uncertainty of the

27
28

law);
c. The documents and data produced by CBRE;
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d. My firm’s investigation as to the factual bases of the claims;

2

e. The potential penalties;

3

f. The parties’ relative negotiating leverage (which has changed and
will continue to change over time); and

4

g. The risks of continuing the litigation.

5
6

9.

Similar to the dearth of guidance on the approval standard for a PAGA

7

settlement, the law on how to calculate PAGA penalties is also unsettled. One

8

piece of guidance comes from Amaral v. Cintas Corp. No. 2, 163 Cal. App. 4th

9

1157, 1207-09 (2008), in which the court held that only the $100 initial violation of

10

Labor Code section 2699(f)(2) applies until either a court or the Labor

11

Commissioner rules that the employer has violated the statute. The Amaral court

12

explained that “after the employer has learned its conduct violates the Labor Code,

13

the employer is on notice that any future violations will be punished just the same

14

as violations that are willful or intentional—i.e., they will be punished at twice the

15

rate of penalties that could have been imposed or that were imposed for the initial

16

violation.” Id. at 1209. While Plaintiff would argue that the Amaral court’s

17

analysis was too narrow, I believe it makes the most sense to value this case for

18

settlement purposes based on the initial penalty of $100 per pay period. In the

19

event that the settlement is not approved, Plaintiff would try to recover all

20

potentially applicable penalties.

21

10.

The 156 Facilities Managers (FMs) CBRE employed in California

22

during the relevant period worked 8,241 pay periods at the time of the parties’

23

mediation. That means that if CBRE was unable to establish an exemption for the

24

FMs, the penalty under section 2699(f)(2) could be $824,100. The $725,000

25

Settlement Sum CBRE must pay is therefore 88% of the only surely implicated

26

PAGA penalty.

27

11.

28

While Plaintiff’s exhaustion letter to the LWDA referenced penalties

under section 558, the Ninth Circuit has held that “claims for unpaid wages under
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California Labor Code § 558 are subject to arbitration” and cannot proceed as part

2

of a civil action. Mandviwala v. Five Star Quality Care, Inc., 723 Fed. Appx. 415,

3

417 (9th Cir. 2018), cert. denied sub nom. Five Star Senior Living Inc. v.

4

Mandviwala 138 S. Ct. 2680 (2018). That means Plaintiff could only seek the $50

5

penalty per pay period from Labor Code section 558(a)(1). At most then, if

6

Plaintiff could convince the Court to stack the $50 penalty from Labor Code section

7

558(a)(1) on top of the $100 penalty from section 2699(f)(2), that would increase

8

the potential penalties to $1,236,150, so that the settlement amount of $725,000

9

would still be 59% of the potential penalty. I believe the settlement is also

10

reasonable considering this potential level of recovery given the risks with

11

proceeding. And penalties beyond section 2699(f)(2) are quite uncertain. Plaintiffs

12

and employers greatly dispute the stacking of penalties and Plaintiff knows of no

13

case resolving the issue.1
12.

14

In addition to the risk that CBRE establishes an exemption for FMs, in

15

which case no one recovers anything, there is also the risk that the Court would

16

lower the penalty even if the FMs were misclassified because there is no case law

17

or authority directly establishing whether FMs are properly classified as exempt

18

from wage and hour laws. PAGA authorizes a court to “award a lesser amount than

19

the maximum civil penalty amount specified by this part if, based on the facts and

20

circumstances of the particular case, to do otherwise would result in an award that

21

is unjust, arbitrary and oppressive, or confiscatory.” Labor Code § 2699(e)(2). For

22

instance, in Fleming v. Covidien Inc., 2011 WL 7563047, at *4 (C.D. Cal., Aug. 12,

23

2011), the court reduced the potential $2.8 million penalty it calculated, based on

24

1

25
26
27
28

If this action continued, Plaintiff would seek Labor Code sections 226.3 and
1174.5 penalties but he ascribes no value to them at this time. Courts in this district
have only applied the section 226.3 penalty when the employer issued no wage
statement at all, not just when the employee claims there was something inaccurate
in the wage statement, as Plaintiff claims here. Fleming v. Covidien, Inc., 2011 WL
7563047 at *3 (C.D. Cal. Aug. 12, 2011); York v. Starbucks Corporation, 2012 WL
10890355, at *9 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 1, 2012). The penalty under section 1174.5 would
only be $78,000, so the uncertainty about its recovery makes the potential amount
immaterial.
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applying the $100 penalty of Labor Code section 2699(f)(2) for each pay period in

2

which there were alleged Labor Code violations, to just $500,000. The uncertainty

3

of what penalty the Court would award here even if Plaintiff could establish the

4

alleged PAGA violations was a compelling reason to enter this settlement.
Incentive Payment

5
6

13.

Steve Thoma provided invaluable service in this case. He served as

7

the only representative plaintiff and was actively involved throughout this

8

litigation. Thoma detailed some of his work on this case in his declaration in

9

support of the motion for preliminary approval of the settlement with the Chase

10

Defendants, in which he estimated he had spent over 90 hours on this case, at that

11

time. (Dkt. # 107-1, Ex. 3.) I know he has now spent well-over 100 hours working

12

on this case. He was deposed and attended the mediation at which this settlement

13

was reached. (Thoma also reached a confidential settlement of his individual

14

claims at the mediation, which could be provided to the Court for in camera

15

review.) But for Thoma, the Aggrieved Employee and the State would not be

16

receiving anything. I support a $1,000 enhancement payment to him.

17

Request for Fees-

18

A 33% Recovery Is an Appropriate Percentage

19

14.

Labor Code § 2699(g)(1) of PAGA states that “[a]ny employee who

20

prevails in any action shall be entitled to an award of reasonable attorney’s fees and

21

costs . . . .” Moreover, when the prosecution of a matter results in the creation of a

22

common fund, a court can and should award fees and costs from that fund. The

23

reason is “that persons who obtain the benefit of a lawsuit without contributing to

24

its cost are unjustly enriched at the successful litigant’s expense. Jurisdiction over

25

the fund involved in the litigation allows a court to prevent this inequity by

26

assessing attorney’s fees against the entire fund, thus spreading fees proportionately

27

among those benefitted by the suit.” Boeing Co. v. Van Gemert, 444 U.S. 472, 478

28

(1980). This is so even in fee-shifting cases like this one. Laffitte v. Robert Half
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Intern Inc., 1 Cal.5th 480, 488 (2016) (approving common fund doctrine in wage

2

and hour with fee shifting statute); Staton v. Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938, 967 (9th

3

Cir. 2003) (approving common fund doctrine in fee-shifting case). In California,

4

federal district “courts usually award attorneys’ fees in the 30-40% range in wage

5

and hour class actions that result in recovery of a common fun under $10 million.”

6

Cicero v. DirecTV, Inc., 2010 WL 2991486, at *6 (C.D. Cal. July 27, 2010). And

7

they routinely approve fee awards from common funds in litigation involving

8

PAGA (and other) claims. See, e.g., Franco v. Ruiz Food Products, Inc., 2012 WL

9

5941801 (E.D. Cal. 2012) (approving settlement of class and PAGA claims and

10

awarding fees and costs from common fund); Garcia v. Gordon Trucking, Inc.,

11

2012 WL 5364575 (E.D. Cal. 2012) (same); Chu v. Wells Fargo Investments, LLC,

12

2011 WL 672645 (N.D. Cal. 2011) (same).

13

15.

I believe a 33% award is appropriate here because “the amount of

14

attorney’s fees typically negotiated in comparable litigation should be considered in

15

the assessment of a reasonable fee in representative actions . . . . Given the unique

16

reliance of our legal system on private litigants to enforce substantive provisions of

17

law…, attorneys providing the essential enforcement services must be provided

18

incentives roughly comparable to those negotiated in the private bargaining that

19

takes place in the legal marketplace, as it will otherwise be economic for defendants

20

to increase injurious behavior.” Lealao v. Beneficial California, Inc., 82 Cal. App.

21

4th 19, 47 (2000). My law firm regularly charges 35-48% contingency fee rates

22

and I know other firms in this district charge similar rates.

23

16.

In addition, the “legal marketplace” for PAGA-only settlements that

24

result in a common fund provides for a fee award in the 33% range or greater.

25

Jones v. J.C. Penny Corporation, Los Angeles Superior Court, Case No. BC451823

26

at p. 5 (approving fee award from PAGA-only settlement of $1.375M against a

27

common fund of $3.2M (42%)); Brewer v. Connell Chevrolet, Orange County

28

Superior Court, Case No. 30-2016-00852123 at p. 2 (approving fee award from
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PAGA-only settlement of $63,333.33 against a common fund of $190,000 (33%));

2

Garcia v. Macy’s West Stores, San Bernardino Superior Court, Case No.

3

CIVDS1516007 (awarding fee from PAGA only-settlement of $4,166,666.67

4

against a common fund of $12,500,000 (33%)); Price v. Uber Technologies, Los

5

Angeles Superior Court, Case No. BC554512 (awarding fee from PAGA-only

6

settlement of $2,325,000 against a common fund settlement of $7,750,000 (30%));

7

Doe v. Google, San Francisco Superior Court, Case No. CGC-16-556034 (awarding

8

fee from PAGA-only settlement of $346,118.20 against a common fund of

9

$1,048.843.00 (33%)).2 Ninth Circuit precedent directs that California law applies

10

to California claims “in determining not only the right to fees, but also in the

11

method of calculating the fees.” Mangold v. California Public Utilities Com'n 67

12

F.3d 1470, 1478 (9th Cir. 1995); Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp. 290 F.3d 1043, 1047

13

(9th Cir. 2002). Under California law, the typical percentage fee in representative

14

action cases is approximately one-third of the recovery. See e.g. Chavez v. Netflix,

15

Inc., 162 Cal.App.4th 43, 66 n.11 (2008) (“Empirical studies show that, regardless

16

whether the percentage method or lodestar method is used, fee awards in class

17

actions average around one-third of the recovery.”)
The Lodestar Cross Check

18

17.

19

A lodestar crosscheck also confirms the reasonableness of allocating

20

33% of the common fund ($239,250) to attorneys’ fees. My firm has billed

21

$272,583 on this case related to just the claims against CBRE, as further explained

22

below, so the 33% fee amount would equal a negative multiplier.
Hourly Rates

23

18.

24

Since forming Baker Curtis & Schwartz (including earlier iterations),

25

Class Counsel has prosecuted wage and hour/PAGA class actions against Bank of

26

America, OneWest Bank, Fidelity Investments, PennyMac, Mixpanel, Adecco,

27
28

2

These orders are attached to the accompanying request for judicial notice as
Exhibits 1-6.
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Google and, of course, CBRE and JPMorgan Chase, in addition to other corporate

2

defendants. Chris Baker has practiced employment law in California since 1995.

3

Mike Curtis has practiced employment law in California since 2007. Deborah

4

Schwartz has practiced employment law in California since 2000.

5

19.

The hourly rates for attorneys at Baker Curtis & Schwartz through

6

January 30, 2017 were as follows: $750 (for Baker), $615 (for Schwartz), and $550

7

(for Curtis). Starting February 1, 2018, my firm increased its rates as follows: $800

8

(for Baker), $655 (for Schwartz), and $585 (for Curtis). I am confident these rates

9

are competitive because these are the rates that are actually paid to us by

10

individuals who retain us on a non-contingency basis and based on a comparison of

11

other plaintiff-side class action attorneys rates of which I am aware.

12

20.

Because I regularly file or prepare fee applications in both

13

representative actions and individual cases, I keep abreast of the market rates for

14

fees. This includes reviewing fee applications in other cases, including expert

15

declarations, and reviewing market research such as the “Real Rate Report” by

16

CEB and Wolters Kluwer. My review of these materials, as well as my

17

communications with colleagues in the defense bar, confirms that hourly rates for

18

both defense and plaintiff-side employment attorneys with backgrounds similar to

19

Baker Curtis & Schwartz currently range from more than $500 an hour (for junior

20

partners or senior associates) to more than $800 an hour (for more senior partners).

21

This is consistent with the case law. As explained in Laffitte I, in 2002, hourly rates

22

in California ranged from $750 to $875 an hour, and in 2012, hourly rates ranged

23

from $775 to $950 an hour. 180 Cal. Rptr. 3d 136, 152.
Work Done on the Case

24
25

21.

Consistent with their experience as members of the defense bar, the

26

attorneys at Baker Curtis & Schwartz maintain detailed, and contemporaneous, time

27

records of our work. (I can provide these records for the Court to review in camera

28

should it want to see them.) Through August 24, 2018, my firm has billed
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1

approximately 1,032 total hours to this case. As the lead attorney on this matter, I

2

have performed the lion’s share of the work. I have billed approximately 918 hours

3

through August 24. My partner Chis Baker has billed approximately 97 hours, and

4

my partner Deborah Schwartz has billed approximately 17 hours.

5

22.

The above numbers are the sum for the entire case against both the

6

Chase and CBRE defendants. In order to provide the Court with a lodestar figure, I

7

reviewed the billing entries and categorized them as either for Chase work, CBRE

8

work, or both. For the “both” entries, I divided the billed amount in half and

9

allocated it to each group of defendants. The result is an allocation of 473.25 hours

10

of legal work at the previously mentioned amount of $272,583 billed based on the

11

attorneys’ regular hourly rates, in connection with the CBRE claims. The hours

12

allocated to CBRE breakdown as follows:

13
14

Investigation and Discovery - @ 118 Hours.
This work includes investigating the factual basis for Plaintiff’s claims,

15

reviewing and analyzing documents, interviewing witnesses, analyzing electronic

16

data, drafting multiple sets of discovery requests, responses and disclosures, and

17

negotiating PMK depositions of Defendants.

18

Communications with Client, Opposing Counsel and Internally -

19

@ 32 hours

20
21
22
23

This work includes communications that do not cleanly fall into one of the
below categories and strategizing.
Pleadings - @ 24 Hours.
This work includes preparing the initial complaint and first amended

24

complaint, in addition to other court filings not covered by the motion category,

25

discussed below.

26
27
28

Motion Practice - @ 62 Hours.
This work includes the motion to compel discovery, the motion to extend the
deadline to move for class certification, opposing CBRE’s motion to compel
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1

arbitration and its multiple stay requests in this Court and the Ninth Circuit. This

2

category also includes time spent preparing for, traveling to, and attending

3

hearings.
Legal Research - @ 24 Hours.

4
5

This work includes researching the claims and defense in this lawsuit,

6

applicable procedural rules, developments in class certification and PAGA

7

management, enforceability of arbitration agreements, and settlement approval.
Settlement and Mediation- @ 64 Hours.

8
9

This work includes valuing a settlement demand, drafting the mediation

10

brief, and preparing for and attending the mediation. It also includes the post-

11

mediation negotiation of the final settlement agreement and related documents.

12

23.

Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of a spreadsheet identifying our

13

hard litigation costs for the entire case, which we have then allocated to either

14

Chase or CBRE. Pursuant to the PAGA settlement, Plaintiff seeks $13,317 in hard

15

litigation costs.

16

I declare, under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California,

17

that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 12th day of September, 2018,

18

in Simi Valley, California.

19

__________/s/ Michael Curtis_______
Michael Curtis

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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[INSERT SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR INFORMATION]
<<DATE>>
<<FIRST_NAME>> <<LAST_NAME>>
<<ADDRESS 1>>
<<ADDRESS 2>>
Re:

Payment From Thoma v. CBRE, Inc. et al PAGA Settlement

Dear <<FIRST_NAME>> <<LAST_NAME>>:
Enclosed you will find a check made payable to you. This is your payment from the settlement
of the lawsuit entitled Thoma v. CBRE, Inc. et al, United States District Court for the Central District of
California Case No. 2:16-cv-06040 (“the Action”).
The Action was filed against CBRE, Inc. and CBRE Group, Inc. (together, “CBRE”) and other
non-CBRE defendants pursuant, in part, to the California Private Attorneys General Act of 2004, Cal.
Lab. Code § 2698 et seq. (called “PAGA”). The claim was brought on behalf of the State of California
and all similarly situated hourly “aggrieved employees” of CBRE, consisting of employees who worked
in the position of Facilities Manager in California between March 7, 2015 and [approval date]. You
have been identified as one of the employees on whose behalf the case was brought.
The Plaintiff in the Action claimed that CBRE owed penalties under PAGA for violations of the
California Labor Code related to overtime compensation, meal periods, rest periods, and related
employment practices. CBRE denies that it did anything wrong or that it owes any penalties. The
parties agreed to resolve the case, and as part of that settlement, you will receive [CHECK AMOUNT]
as PAGA penalties. Under the PAGA statute, the penalties get divided between the State and the
employees. The enclosed check represents your portion of the penalties allocated to the employees.
The settlement shares were calculated based on the number of pay periods you worked from
March 7, 2015 up to and including [Approval Date], compared to the number of pay periods worked by
all other aggrieved employees during the same time period. According to Defendant’s records, your total
number of pay periods is [PAY PERIOD AMOUNT].
Pursuant to the Court’s Order approving this PAGA Settlement Agreement, Aggrieved
Employees hereby release and forever discharge Released Parties from any and all claims for PAGA
penalties, pursuant to Labor Code section 2699 et seq. that: (1) arose or may be alleged to have arisen at
any time from March 7, 2015 up to and including the Approval Date, and (2) are based on or arise from
alleged violations of the following Labor Code provisions: 201, 202, 203, 204, 210, 226, 226.3, 226.7,
510, 512, 558, 1174, 1174.5, 1194, and 1198, which arise from the facts alleged in the Complaint; and
the related California Code of Regulations and related sections of the applicable Industrial Welfare
Commission Wage Orders, which arise from the facts alleged in the Complaint. This Release only
extends to the claims for civil penalties, and not any underlying wage claims.
By cashing or depositing the enclosed check, you understand that the enclosed payment is in full
satisfaction of any penalties sought under PAGA in the Action, but that the enclosed payment does not
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provide satisfaction for or affect any claims you may have for violations of those statutes separate from
the PAGA penalties.
If you have any questions, you can contact the Settlement Administrator (whose contact
information is at the top of this letter) or Plaintiff’s counsel:
Chris Baker
cbaker@bakerlp.com
Mike Curtis
mcurtis@bakerlp.com
Baker, Curtis, and Schwartz, P.C.
One California Street, Suite 1250
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 433-1064

2
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Deborah Schwartz
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FormAssembly <no-reply@formassembly.com> on behalf of DIR PAGA Unit
<lwdadonotreply@dir.ca.gov>
Monday, September 10, 2018 4:50 PM
Deborah Schwartz
Thank you for your Proposed Settlement Submission

09/10/2018 04:50:11 PM
Thank you for your submission to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency.
Item submitted: Proposed Settlement
If you have questions or concerns regarding this submission or your case, please send an email to pagainfo@dir.ca.gov.
DIR PAGA Unit on behalf of
Labor and Workforce Development Agency
Website: http://labor.ca.gov/Private_Attorneys_General_Act.htm
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Exhibit D

FILING & SERVICE FEES

Category
Total $ / Category

$34.90

$200.00

Chase Amount

$36.10

$32.58

$34.21

$6.75

$49.95

$37.95

$37.95

$67.90

$200.00

$124.40

$65.65

$87.42

$64.15

$15.20

$15.20

$37.95

$37.95

$1,530.26

CBRE Amount

$34.21 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC for personally providing courtesy copy to
Judge Marshall of Motion for Extension of Time to File Class Cert on
12/21/16. Paid with check # 1512 [totaling $306.69 because includes 3
Thoma invoices + PennyMac federal
$34.90 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC for personally providing courtesy copy to
Judge Marshall of Opposition to Motion to Compel Arbitration on 1/3/17.
Paid with check # 1512 [totaling $306.69 because includes 3 Thoma invoices +
PennyMac federal invoice
$32.58 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC for personally providing courtesy copy to
Judge Marshall of Reply re Thoma's Motion for Extension of Time to File Class
Cert on 1/10/17. Paid with check # 1512 [totaling $306.69 because includes 3
Thoma invoices + P
$36.10 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC (Inv. # 337822) to deliver courtesy copy
of Thoma's Opposition to CBRE's MTCA to Judge Marshall. Paid on 2/28/17
with Check # 1535.

$6.75 paid to Case Anywhere LLC for e‐docketing/service in LASC. This was
canceled when case was dismissed. Paid on 11/23/16 using check # 1457.

$37.95 paid to OneLegal to serve Summons/Complaint on CBRE Group, Inc..
Paid on 8/30/16 using SW card ending 3758.
$37.95 paid to OneLegal to serve Summons/Complaint on CBRE, Inc.. Paid on
8/30/16 using SW card ending 3758.
$49.95 paid to OneLegal to file notice of entry of order of dismissal with LASC.
Paid on 8/30/16 using SW card ending 3758.

$67.90 paid to OneLegal to file [Proposed] Order authorizing CaseAnywhere
for electronic service. Paid on 8/17/16 using SW card ending 3758.

$400 paid to "Pay.gov" for initial filing fee of federal court action. Paid on
8/11/6 using SW card ending 3758

$124.40 paid to OneLegal to file Request for Dismissal (of state court action)
and Proposed Order re same. Paid on 8/16/16 using SW card ending 3758.

$37.95 paid to OneLegal to personally serve CBRE, Inc. with Thoma's
complaint and summons. Paid on 3/13/16 with SW card ending 9794
$15.20 paid to OneLegal to file POS re service of complaint/summons on
CBRE Group with LASC. Paid on 3/15/16 using SW card ending 3758
$15.20 paid to OneLegal to file POS re service of complaint/summons on
CBRE Inc. with LASC. Paid on 3/15/16 using SW card ending 3758
$64.15 paid to OneLegal to file First Amended Complaint. Paid on 4/22/16
using SW card ending 3758
$87.42 paid to OneLegal to file Stipulation and [Proposed] Order re Using
CaseAnywhere (including $20 court filing fee). Paid on 7/20/16 using SW card
ending 3758.
$65.65 paid to OneLegal to file Notice of Orders re 7/14/16 Status
Conference. Paid on 7/20/16 using SW card ending 3758

$37.95 paid to OneLegal to personally serve CBRE Group, Inc. with Thoma's
complaint and summons. Paid on 3/13/16 with SW card ending 9794

$1530.26 paid to OneLegal to file Thomas class action complaint, includes
$1435 complex filing fee. Paid on 3/9/16 with SW Visa ending 9794.

Description
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CBRE

CBRE

CHASE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

split

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

$3,564.32

POSTAGE & PRINTING

Chase
Filing Fees Total

CBRE total

$2,761.60

Chase total

802.72

$14.50

$24.94

$66.00

$14.50

$24.94

$66.00

$14.50

$37.70

$43.96

$151.00

$66.70

$21.37

$29.00

$13.48

$30.10

$14.50

$21.38

$53.07

$53.07

$29.00

$16.07

$16.08

$39.47

$13.48 in USPS postage to send PAGA letter to (1) LWDA and (2) Kathy Pour
Sanae (CBRE) via certified mail on 3/7/16. Paid using SW card ending 9794.

$30.10 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC to provide courtesy copy of Notice of
Settlement with CBRE to Judge Marshall. Paid on 7/26/18 with check # 1861

$29 paid to Nationwide Legal to hand‐serve courtesy copies of notice of
change of address on Judge Marshall. Paid on 6/27/18 with check # 1848

$37.70 paid to Nationwide Legal to provide courtesy copy of Stipulation and
Order re amending order. Paid on 5/24/18 with check # 1823

$151 paid to Nationwide Legal to bring courtesy copy of preliminary approval
papers to court. Paid on 3/26/18 with check # 1783 (totaling $190.05
because includes Patel ($39.05) and Thoma ($151).
$43.96 paid to Nationwide Legal to deliver courtesy copies of supplemental
briefing re preliminary approval of Chase settlement to Judge Marshall. Paid
on 4/19/18 with check # 1804

$66.70 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC to deliver courtesy copy of Ex Parte to
Move Prelim Hearing Date (1/16) and (separately) First Amended Complaint
(1/15) to Central District. Paid on 1/22/18 with check # 1746

$49.88 (Supplemental Decl re MTC) and $31.10 (Stip and Order to Amend
Trial Dates) paid to Nationwide Legal LLC. Paid on 7/10/17 with check # 1616
(totaling $80.98)
$132 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC to personally deliver to both defense
counsel a copy of Thoma deposition notices to various CBRE employees and
PMQ on August 31. Paid on 9/5/17 with check # 1646
$29 paid to Nationwide Legal to deliver hard copy of notice of settlement
with Chase to court. Paid on 10/4/17 with check # 1662
$29 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC to deliver courtesy copy of Stipulation to
continue preliminary approval hearing date to Central District on 1/2/18. Paid
on 1/9/18 with check # 1733
$42.75 paid to Nationwide Legal LLC to deliver courtesy copy of Stipulation to
file First Amended Complaint to Central District on 1/8/18. Paid on 1/17/18
with check # 1738

$29 paid to Nationwide Legal for delivery of courtesy copy of Thoma's
discovery motion to Mag. Judge Wistrich. Paid on 6/22/17 with check # 1607

$106.14 paid to Nationwide Legal for delivery of courtesy copy of Thoma's
discovery motion to Mag. Judge Wistrich. Paid on 6/5/17 with check # 1597

32.15 paid to Nationwide Legal to deliver courtesy copies of ADR procedure
to USDC on 2/1/17. Paid on 5/8/17 with check # 1585 (totaling $163.20 b/c
includes Thoma ($39.47) + Thoma ($32.15) + Patel ($91.80))

$39.47 paid to Nationwide Legal to deliver courtesy copies of opposition to
MTCA to USDC on 2/17/17. Paid on 5/8/17 with check # 1585 (totaling
$163.20 b/c includes Thoma ($39.47) + Thoma ($32.15) + Patel ($91.80))
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CBRE

CBRE

split

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

split

CHASE

CHASE

split

split

SPLIT

SPLIT

split

CBRE

$0.89

$1.61

$2.03

$0.89

$1.61

$2.03

$3.08
$1.29

$16.53

$1.40

$1.82

$0.70

$3.08
$1.30

$16.53

$1.40

$1.82

$0.70

$39.85

$1.15

$2.03

$2.03

$1.40

$1.99

$1.99

$2.41

$2.62

$2.51

$2.62

$1.57

$1.15 for USPS postage to mail mediation check to Michael Dickstein in
Toronto. Paid on 8/29/17 with other office postage (total amount of
purchase was $7.43) using SW card ending 9794
$35.86 paid to Federal Express to overnight Thoma's mediation brief for 9/16
Chase mediation to Michael Dickstein in Toronto. Paid on 9/8/17 using SW
card 3758 or 9794.

$1.40 paid to USPS for postage to mail serve RFP (set 4) to defense counsel
for CBRE and Chase. Paid on 8/25/17 with SW card ending 9794.

$3.64 paid for USPS postage to mail serve Thoma's 3rd set of discovery to
CBRE and JPMorgan. Paid on 8/11/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$2.80 paid for USPS postage to mail serve Thoma's oversize documents Bates
No 168‐172 which were responsive to CBRE RFP (Set 1) to CBRE's and
JPMorgan's counsel. Paid on 7/17/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$3.22 paid for USPS postage to mail serve Thoma's discovery (Set 1) on
JPMorgan Chase Bank with copy to CBRE. Paid on 2/3/17 using SW card
ending 9794
$4.06 paid for USPS postage to serve Thoma's discovery responses to
JPMorgan on JPMorgan and CBRE by mail. Paid on 4/4/17 using SW card
ending 9794.
$1.40 paid to USPS for postage to mail JMPC document production to Curtis.
Paid on 5/3/17 using SW card ending 9794.
$4.06 paid to USPS for postage to mail Thoma discovery set 2 to CBRE and
JPMorgan Chase. Paid on 5/25/17 using SW card ending 9794.
$6.16 paid for USPS to mail serve Thoma's discovery responses to CBRE and
JPMorgan. Paid on 6/23/17 with SW card ending 9794.
$2.59 paid for USPS postage to mail serve Thoma's supplemental responses
to CBRE RFP (Set 1) to CBRE and JPMorgan's counsel. Paid on 7/12/17 using
SW card ending 9794.
$33.06 for MC payment to FedEx to make copies for Thoma document
production on 6/23/17. MC reimbursed on 6/28/17 with check #
1609reimbursement)

$1.78 paid for USPS postage to mail serve copy of written discovery to CBRE
on Chase Defendants. Paid on 1/18/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$3.98 paid for USPS postage to mail serve initial disclosures on Defendants
and written discovery on CBRE. Paid on 1/17/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$2.62 paid for USPS postage to mail serve Request for Dismissal and
supporting papers and CaseAnywhere proposed order on CBRE's counsel.
Paid on 8/15/16 using SW card ending 9794.
$2.41 paid for USPS postage to mail serve Waiver of Summons, Complaint
and other federal court papers on Reid Broda (Chase's in‐house counsel).
Paid on 8/29/16 using SW card ending 9794.

$2.51 paid to USPS for postage to (1) mail file POS with LASC and (2) mail
serve notice of complex designation/initial status conference on defense
counsel. Purchased on 6/13/16 using SW card ending 9794

$1.57 for USPS postage to mail serve FAC on CBRE's counsel (Littler). Paid for
on 4/20/16 using SW card ending 9794.
$2.62 for USPS postage to mail serve discovery on defense counsel (Set 1).
Purchased on 5/18/16 using SW card ending 9794.
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CHASE

CHASE

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

CHASE

split

split

split

split

CHASE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

TRAVEL

Postage Total

$212.42

117.22

Chase total

$95.20

CBRE total

$5.35
$5.50
$127.98
$5.60

$15.00
$12.00

$83.47

$31.10
$5.00
$18.50
$18.72
$20.44
$190.48
$5.60

$5.35
$5.50
$127.98
$5.60

$15.00
$12.00

$83.46

$31.10
$5.00
$18.50
$18.73
$20.43
$190.48
$5.60

$388.25

$806.58

$18.00

$11.77

$20.00

$16.02

$23.01

$18.00

$16.02

$23.01

$62.20 paid to Mi Piace for Schwartz, Baker, Curtis dinner during strategy
meeting re Thoma. Paid on 6/1/17 using SW CARD
$10 for MC train ticket to Motion to Compel hearing on 6/26/17. MC
reimbursed on 6/28/17 with check # 1609
$37 for MC parking during Thoma deposition. MC reimbursed on 8/9/17 with
check # 1632
$37.45 for MC mileage to and from Thoma deposition. MC reimbursed on
8/9/17 with check # 1632
$40.87 for MC/Thoma lunch during Thoma deposition. MC reimbursed on
8/9/17 with check # 1632
$380.96 paid to Southwest for CDB flight for strategy meeting with MC in
Pasadena on 9/1. Paid on SW card ending 9794 on 8/29/17
$11.20 paid to Southwest for DRS flight for strategy meeting with MC in
Pasadena on 9/1. Paid on SW card ending 9794 on 8/29/17
$806.58 paid to Kimpton Hotel Monaco for MC's two night stay on 9/15 and
9/16 during mediation with Chase / Michael Dickstein in Chicago. Paid on
8/29/17 using SW card ending 9794
$388.25 paid to Kimpton Hotel Monaco for CDB's one night stay on 9/15
during mediation with Chase / Michael Dickstein in Chicago. Paid on 8/29/17
using SW card ending 9794

$166.93 paid to Mi Piace for Schwartz, Baker, Curtis lunch during strategy
meeting re Thoma. Paid on 6/1/17 using SW card ending 3758.

$24 paid to Oakland International Airport for CDB/DRS parking on 6/1/17
during Thoma strategy meeting. Paid on 6/2/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$30 to change CDB travel reservations to June 1. Paid on 5/26/17 using SW
card ending 9794

$11.20 paid to Southwest for DRS companion airline flight from OAK to BUR
on June 2 for strategy meeting. Paid on SW Visa ending 9794 on 5/18/17

$20 paid to Curtis to reimburse him for train ticket to NLRB meeting on
8/31/16. Mike reimbursed by check on 9/11/16 with check # 1407
$11.77 for MC mileage to Rule 26(f) conference on 1/4/17. Curtis reimbursed
with check # 1495 on 1/10/17 (totaling $235.45 because includes Thoma,
Patel and MC cell phone bills).
$36 for MC parking at Rule 26(f) conference on 1/4/17. Curtis reimbursed
with check # 1495 on 1/10/17
$10.70 for MC mileage to 1/24/17 court hearing. MC reimbursed on 2/2/17
with check # 1519
$11 for MC parking at 1/2417 court hearing. MC reimbursed on 2/2/17 with
check # 1519
$255.96 paid to Southwest for CDB airline flight from OAK to BUR on June 2
for strategy meeting. Paid on SW Visa ending 9794 on 5/18/17

$46.02 that MC paid to FedEx to print Thoma transcript on 9/9. MC
reimbursed with check # 1655 on 9/22/17 for total of $410.04 which included
Patel, Thoma, office supplies and biz dev
$32.04 to reimburse MC for copies he made at FedEx on 4/13/18. MC
reimbursed with check #1813 on 5/2/18 (totaling $185.91 because includes
parking, Shum and Thoma).
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CHASE

CHASE

split

split

split

split

split

SPLIT

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

CBRE

CBRE

split

split

$12.00

$541.98

$5.00

$7.99

$73.00

$49.25

$69.66

$22.04

$61.52

$113.00

$166.03

$23.51

$36.11

$35.00

$24.00

$354.40

$346.40

$64.38

$58.00

$239.86

$75.37

$62.18

$5 to reimburse CDB for snack at airport on 9/15 during mediation. CDB
reimbursed by check # 1686 (totaling $170.24) on 11/10/17.
$541.98 paid to Southwest Airlines for CDB flight to April 17 hearing re
preliminary approval. Paid on 4/16/18 using SW card ending 3758
$12 for MC parking at preliminary approval hearing on 4/17/18. MC
reimbursed with check #1813 on 5/2/18 (totaling $185.91 because includes
parking, Shum and Thoma).
$239.96 paid to Southwest for CDB flight roundtrip SFO to LAX for June 28
mediation. Paid on 6/19/18 using SW card ending 6567
$58 to Southwest to move CDB return flight to later time because mediation
not concluded. Paid on 6/28/18 with SW card ending 6567
$64.38 paid to Independent Taxi for CDB ride from LAX to mediation. Paid on
6/28/18 using SW card ending 3758

$7.99 to reimburse CDB for internet on United flight returning from
mediation. CDB reimbursed by check # 1686 (totaling $170.24) on 11/10/17.

$35 paid to Virgin America in order to select MC's seats. Paid on 9/14/17
with SW card ending 9794
$36.11 paid to South Water Kitchen for CDB breakfast. Paid on 9/16/17 using
SW card ending 3758
$23.51 paid to Emerald Loop Bar & Grill for CDB lunch. Paid on 9/16/17 using
SW card ending 3758
$166.03 paid to Acanto for CDB and MC dinner after mediation. Paid on
9/16/17 using SW card ending 3758.
$113 paid to United to change CDB return flight. Paid on 9/16/17 using SW
card ending 3758
$61.52 that MC paid for taxi from O'Hare to hotel before mediation on
9/15/17. MC reimbursed with check # 1655 on 9/22/17 for total of $410.04
which included Patel, Thoma, office supplies and biz dev
$22.04 that MC paid for breakfast before flight to mediation on 9/15. MC
reimbursed with check # 1655 on 9/22/17 for total of $410.04 which included
Patel, Thoma, office supplies and biz dev
$69.66 for MC and CDB dinner at Emerald Loop after mediation on 9/16. MC
reimbursed with check # 1655 on 9/22/17 for total of $410.04 which included
Patel, Thoma, office supplies and biz dev
$49.25 for MC taxi to O'Hare airport after mediation on 9/17. MC reimbursed
with check # 1655 on 9/22/17 for total of $410.04 which included Patel,
Thoma, office supplies and biz dev
$73 for MC parking at LAX during mediation in Chicago from 9/15‐9/17. MC
reimbursed with check # 1655 on 9/22/17 for total of $410.04 which included
Patel, Thoma, office supplies and biz dev

$24 paid to Expresso parking for parking on Sept 1 during Thoma strategy
session in Pasadena. Paid on 9/1/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$354.40 paid to Travelocity for CDB's flights to (American Air) and from
(United Air) Chicago for Thoma mediation with Chase on 9/16. Paid on
8/31/17 with SW card ending 9794.
$62.18 paid to Flemings for lunch during team strategy meeting. Paid on
9/1/17 using SW card ending 9794.
$75.37 for drinks/food at BJs for dinner during team strategy meeting Paid on
9/1/17 using SW card ending 9794.

$346.40 paid to Virgin Airlines (via Travelocity) for MC's roundtrip flight from
LAX to ORD from 9/15‐9/17. Paid with SW card ending 9794 on 8/29/17.
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CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

CHASE

SPLIT

SPLIT

CHASE

CHASE

EXPERT

Research Total

RESEARCH

Travel Total

$788.70

$4,867.21

CHASE TOTAL
394.35

3698.45

CHASE TOTAL

CBRE TOTAL
$394.35

$1,168.76

CBRE TOTAL

$138.00
$11.95
$44.50
$15.55
$0.45
$4.75
$44.50

$13.80

$0.55

$55.50

$138.00
$11.95
$44.50
$15.55
$0.45
$4.75
$44.50

$13.80

$0.55

$55.50

$50.00

$1,487.50

37

37

$4,200.00
$1,121.67

27.8

27.8

$35.20

$8.00

$24.79

$6.47

$50 paid to B‐Squared Consulting to set up Chase settlement email
distribution list. Paid on 5/24/18 with check # 1822.

$4200 paid to Allman & Petersen Economics. Paid with check # 1637 on
$1121.67 paid to Jennifer J. Trembley for document analysis related to job
descriptions during the period 8/31‐10/6. Paid on 10/01/17 with check #
1666.
$1487.50 paid to Jennifer J Trembley for expert services from January 18 to
March 8 (includes declaration for prelim approval). Paid on 3/21/18 with
check # 1784.

$111 paid for Thoma Westlaw research on 3/8/18. Paid on 5/1/18 using SW
card ending 6567 as part of larger Westlaw bill totaling $651.60

$27.60 paid to PACER for M. Curtis legal research during last quarter. Paid on
11/9/17 using SW card ending 9794. Total amount paid was $37.30 because
included Shum and Thoma.
$1.1 paid to PACER for C. Baker legal research on PACER for Thoma matter
during last quarter. Paid on 11/2/17 using SW card ending 9794. Total
amount paid was $75.40 because included Veeva UCL, Thoma, Baraan, Fowler
and Biz Dev

$89 in Thoma Westlaw research charges for total amount paid of $629.60.
Invoice 835718942. Paid on 8/1/17 with SW card ending 9794.

$55.60 paid to Pacer for Thoma PACER research for Q3 downloads. (Total of
$112.60 paid on 10/10/16 using SW card ending 3758
$74 in Thoma Westlaw research charges for total amount paid of $430.83.
Invoice 835184917. Paid on 12/12/16 with check # 1471.
$276 in Thoma Westlaw research charges. Invoice 835369030. Paid on
1/13/17 with check # 1506.
$23.90 spent on Pacer for Thoma federal class action research. Paid on
1/30/17 using SW card ending 9794.
$89 in Thoma Westlaw research charges. Invoice 835718942. Paid on
4/4/17 with SW card ending 9794.
$31.10 paid to PACER for legal research. Paid on 5/4/17 using SW card ending
3758
$.90 paid to PACER for Thoma research on CDB PACER account. Paid on
8/10/17 with SW card ending 9794
$9.50 paid to PACER for Thoma research on MC PACER account. Paid on
8/10/17 with SW card ending 9794

$6.47 paid to Walgreens for CDB snack during mediation. Paid cash on
6/28/18
$24.79 paid to Areas USA LAX (O'Reilly's Pub) for CDB dinner after mediation.
Paid on 6/28/18 using SW card ending 3758
$8 for CDB SW Wi‐Fi in order to continue working on plane. Paid on 6/28/18
using SW card ending 3758
$35.20 for Laz parking for MC during CBRE mediation. Paid on 6/28/18 using
SW biz card.
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CHASE

CHASE

CBRE

CBRE

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

CBRE

GRAND

Copy Total

COPY COSTS

Mediation Total

MEDIATION

Expert Total

TOTAL

$314.55

$12,445.00

$7,082.17

$13,316.85

$157.27

$157.27

15957.51

CBRE TOTAL

CHASE TOTAL

CBRE TOTAL
$3,195.00

$5,544.67

$1,537.50

CHASE TOTAL
$9,250.00

CBRE TOTAL

CHASE TOTAL

$15,957.51

$70.83
$86.44

$9,250.00

$13,316.85

$70.83
$86.44

$3,195.00

$223.00

1921 since 4/2017

1574 in 2016‐4/2017 * .09/page

$9,250 paid to Dickstein Dispute Resolution for Thoma's share of mediation
fee for September 16 mediation with Michael Dickstein. Paid on 8/29/17 with
check # 1641
$3195 paid to ADR Services, Inc. for June 28 mediation with Judge Rosenblatt.
Paid on 6/14/2018 with check # 1838

$220 paid to Jen Trembley for May work. Paid using ACH on 7/26/2018
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split

split

CBRE

CHASE

CBRE

